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Exceptional Faculty Awards
Kay Lynn Stevens
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Mike Reynolds
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Padmaja Gunda
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Kerrin Bleazard
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Collin Wilson
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Trustee Work Session
Discussion
Resolution 18-06, Recommendation for Faculty Emeritus status for Karen Grant, Chemistry
Professor
Legislative Action Committee
Consent
Public Comments
*Executive Session
RCW 42.30.110(1)(g): To review the performance of a public employee
Adjournment
*(Requires motion/approval)
If you are a person with a disability and require an accommodation while attending the meeting, please
contact the President’s Office at 542-4802 as soon as possible to allow sufficient time to make
arrangements.
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Columbia Basin College
Board of Trustees’ Meeting Minutes
October 8, 2018
Beers Boardroom – 4:00pm
Board Members in attendance: Kedrich Jackson, Sherry Armijo, Duke Mitchell, Bill Gordon
Rebekah Woods, Secretary to the Board, Darlene Scrivner, Recording Secretary
Others in Attendance: Tyrone Brooks, Melissa McBurney, Camilla Glatt, Jason Engle, Deborah Meadows, Monica Hansen, Daphne Larios, Lane Schumacher, Kelsey
Myers, Adam Diaz, Kay Lynn Stevens, Anna Tensmeyer, Michelle Kwon, Brian Dexter, Scott Towsley, Kevin Hartze, Mary Hoerner, Dallas Barnes.
The Agenda

The Discussion

Call to Order

Meeting called to order by Chair Mitchell
at 4:00 p.m.

Agenda Changes

None

Approval of Minutes

September 10, 2018 Minutes
Discussion - None

Celebrating Excellence
Sunhawk Hall Student Housing

Dan Quock and Sunhawk Hall Residence Advisors

Linkage to Community
Fields of Grace and Agriculture
Remarks

Administration-President

Action

Rob Koenig spoke about Field of Grace, their mission and the connection to
CBC and how popular CBC peppers are to the community.

Chair Mitchell moved and Trustee
Gordon seconded the motion to approve
the agenda as written. Approved
unanimously.
Trustee Armijo moved and Trustee
Jackson seconded the motion to approve
all minutes as written. Approved
unanimously.
All received a coin of excellence

Rob received a coin of excellence

Rebekah Woods
•
•

•

Tri-City Herald article on enrollment and Running Start. CBC’s fall
enrollment showed an increased by 324 students. About 19% of this
fall’s enrollment is Running Start students.
WACTC meeting in Bothell: It was mentioned at the Legislative
Committee which Dr. Woods serves on, asking each campus to consider
developing its own legislative action committee.
Legislative Luncheon: Plans are being made for the first week of
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•

•

•
•
•
CEO, Foundation
By ASCBC

December. Arlen Harris, Legislative Director from the State Board will
be invited to attend.
Athletics: The CBC softball facility was chosen by the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association as the field of the year in the NWAC, winning the
Turface Athletics/NFCA NWAC Field of the Year Award. CBC will be
recognized for the award at the NFCA Convention in Chicago, IL in
December.
Homeland Security Tabletop in San Antonio: The purpose was homeland
security processes and making sure they are in place and how we
respond. The exercises were not directly relevant to community
college, but were still helpful. The President’s Cabinet will have their
own debrief on the Tabletop event.
Foundation Scholarship Reception was on Friday, October 5, 2018. Five
hundred students received scholarships.
Battelle Press Conference: There was a great turnout and media
coverage for the press conference thanking Battelle for their $75,000
donation in computers to the Engineering Technology program.
Saturday is the Culinary Visioning Retreat.

Dr. Woods gave the Foundation updates in her Administration-President
remarks
Dillon Mockler, ASCBC President reported:
• A challenge went out to students to register to vote. ASCBC partnered
with the League of Women voters on a registration drive.
• Two hundred students participated in a walk up Badger Mountain,
sponsored by the Recreation and Wellness Office.

By Faculty Senate Chair

By AHE

Adam Diaz
• Adam has been focusing on collaboration and how can faculty work with
administration and student services. He will bring that topic to Faculty
Senate to explore ways in which we can all work better together.
• Search Advocacy: There is excitement about diversity initiatives. SA will
be strong for the campus culture and will have unintended rewards.
• Trustee Jackson asked about student challenges. Running start has
been discussed during Faculty Senate Meetings. Some classes are
running start heavy and can change the climate of the class. Running
start is up 300, making an enormous impact. Classes are capped, but
there is no cap on Running Start.
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By Classified Staff
By Board Members

Kay Lynn Stevens
• There is a Labor Management meeting this week
• The Tenure Track article in the Collective Bargaining Agreement was
modified. The Vice Presidents for Instructions provided training to
facilitate the modifications.
• Professional Development Plans are due this Friday
No Remarks
Trustee Gordon: reported that he talked with a community member that had
worked with workforce staff and had a very good experience. Attended the
Nuclear Technology Awards Ceremony.
Trustee Jackson: Attended the Nuclear Technology Awards Ceremony, soccer and
women’s volleyball games, Dental Hygiene Open House, Grace Clinic.
Vice Chair Armijo: Attended the Battelle media event, Scholarship event
Chair Mitchell: Attended the Richland School Board meeting, the “All College
Welcome” during In-Service. Attended the annual CBC and City of Richland
required Open Government training at the Richland City Council Board Room and
other community and CBC events.

Reports
Budget Tracking and Fund Balance

Tyrone Brooks
Unaudited Financial Statement
New goal to have a soft close every quarter.
Cash Balance Report
Shows assets and liabilities. Operational reserve has increased which is normal
and will come down over time.
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Trustee Work Session

Legislative Action Committee

Appointees for LAC
Trustees Gordon and Page

Discussion

Trustee Jackson will bring back a path
forward and will talk with Arlen Harris by
the next Board Meeting scheduled on
November 5 regarding Advocacy training
and agendas, and someone from Pierce
College to inquire about their
accomplishments.
Trustees Gordon and Jackson will bring
back a plan on the 5th.

Carver Model Report
According to Trustee Jackson better guidance is needed on the report and policy
recommendations received from Eric Craymer, the Carver Model consultant.

Camie Glatt, the Vice President for
Human Resources & legal Affairs was
asked by Trustee Jackson to help in
modifying the report/policies further.

Transforming Lives Nominations
One nominee was included in the Trustees’ folders and the other nominee
statements will be sent to Chair Mitchell to distribute to the members for their
consideration.

Chair Mitchell will collect the Board
Member’ choices and will send them to
Darlene Scrivner in rank order.

Consent
Public Comment

Executive Session

Adjournment: 5:51 p.m.

Dallas Barnes spoke about the Board’s responsibility and authority to represent
the citizens and follow the College’s Code of Ethics.

RCW 42.30.110(1)(g): To review the performance of a public employee

Board went into Executive session at 5:39
p.m.
Board reconvened at 5:51 p.m.

Next Board of Trustees’ Meeting
Beers Board Room
November 5, 2018
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_________________________________________
Duke Mitchell, Chair
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ASCBC Newsletter

November 5th, 2018

ASCBC
Board of Trustees | Newsletter | Student Government

Club Rush
On October 11, we hosted Club
Rush which was an event to assist
our clubs in soliciting new
members. ASCBC is delighted to
have 32 registered clubs this year
representing a wide array of
student interests from Games to
ASL to Diversity to Technology.

Pink Out
October is Breast Cancer
awareness month. To help raise
awareness, inform about
preventative care, and show
support for those fighting it, the
SAB team hosted an awareness
day on October 18. Students were
encouraged to wear pink and visit
the HUB informational booth to
learn while crafting pink ribbon
buttons.

Debate Night
With the general election
happening now, being informed
and voting is key for responsible
citizens. On October 10, Sunhawk
Hall students gathered with the
ASCBC President to discuss and
watch a live-streamed local debate.

ASCBC Newsletter

CarniFall

The biggest event of the quarter came
on October 25. With games, prizes, and
magic -- CarniFall was a family
friendly event for all. The crowd was
welcomed into the atrium by the aroma
of cotton candy and kettle corn, while a
magician roamed through doing small
group magic. People excitedly enjoyed
face painting and ballon twisting. We
had a hayride planned, but the weather did not corporate. There were
numerous carnival style games in the Halloween village and virtual
ones in the haunted arcade. Students competed in guessing games,
and costume contests for sweets, trophies, and triumph. At 7:30, a
hypnotist transfixed the crowd with wonder and mystery while some
brave students explored the mini haunted house.

Scarywood and Pumpkin Decorating

ASCBC put on two additional Halloween events. The first was a trip
to Scarywood, which is what Silverwood theme park becomes in
October. Students purchased discounted tickets for entrance to the
theme park and a bus ride. We had a limited supply of tickets and
sold out within the first two hours. The second event was a pumpkin
decorating contest in the HUB. We had 32 students enter pumpkins
in the contest and the winners were announced at CarniFall.
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FY1819 Operating Funds Variance Report

Local Tuition

Running Start

000
148
149

Local Fees

145

101,123,3E0,BK1,BG1,BD1,PS0,CE1

TOTALS

BDGT
EXP
REV (Alloc)
BDGT
EXP
REV
BDGT
EXP
REV
BDGT
EXP
REV
BDGT
EXP
REV

BY OBJ, ALL FUNDS COMBINED

$25,672,269.00
$6,385,918.13
$23,396,451.00
$2,714,363.00
$675,370.51
$1,091,478.06
$16,795,359.00
$3,867,194.50
$3,625,112.19
$751,006.00
$147,527.91
$1,006,092.29
$45,932,997.00
$11,076,011.05
$29,119,133.54

BDGT

A
BENEFITS B
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS C
GOODS & SERVICES E
COST OF GOODS SOLD F
TRAVEL G
CAPITAL OUTLAYS J
SOFTWARE K
GRANTS BENEFITS & CLIENT SVCS N
**DEBT SERVICE P
INTERAGENCY REIMBURSEMENTS S
INTRAAGENCY REIMBURSEMENTS T
DEPRECIATION, AMORTIZATION, BAD DEBT W
SALARIES

% of Rev Exp

10/29/2018
% of Bdgt Rev

EXP/BDGT

EXP/REV

REV/BDGT

24.87%

27.29%

91.14%

24.88%

61.88%

40.21%

23.03%

106.68%

21.58%

19.64%

14.66%

133.97%

24.11%

38.04%

63.39%

% of Fiscal YR: 32.88%

By FUND
*State Allocation

% of Bdgt Exp

EXP

$27,218,577.00

$6,345,492.89

$9,194,803.00

$2,563,398.84

$415,001.00

$133,582.43

$6,281,620.00

$1,644,526.20

$0.00

$0.00

$517,386.00

$133,559.82

$873,919.00

$166,592.82

$0.00

$0.00

$787,662.00

$125,442.41

$1,534,732.00

$0.00

Revenue Bdgt

($220,996.00)

($37,611.38)

Revenue Bdgt

($444,707.00)

$1,027.02

$0.00

$0.00

$45,932,997.00

$11,076,011.05

EXP/BDGT

23.31%
27.88%
32.19%
26.18%
0.00%
25.81%
19.06%
0.00%
15.93%
0.00%
17.02%
‐0.23%
0.00%
24.11%

NOTES:
* per Allocation #3
** Principal and interest debt service expenditures occur in
December and June
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FY 2019 - Estimated Cash Balances - COLUMBIA BASIN COLLEGE

ASSETS

Cash Balance

As of October 26, 2018

CASH
1110
1120
1130
Total

In Bank
Undeposited
Petty

$
$
$
$

12,624,446
‐
5,504
12,629,950

INVESTMENTS
1210 Investments(ST/LT)
Total

$
$

15,847,438
15,847,438

ACCTs RECEIVABLE
1312 Current
1318 Unbilled
1319 Other
Allowance for Accts Rec
Total

$
$
$
$
$

INTER/INTRA GOV RECEIVABLES
1351 Due from Fed
1352 Due from other Gov
1354 Due from other Agency
Total

$
$
$
$

29,916
1,162,066
97,024
1,289,006

TOTAL ASSETS

$

30,423,337

972,668

658,783
‐
33,665
(35,504)
656,944

(ASSETS less LIABILITIES)
Res for Operational Float (min balances required)
Dedicated Balances
1110
Student Supported Capital
1110
3.5% ‐ Needy Student Aid
1110
Students S&A
1110
Bookstore Operating Reserves
1110
Student Rec Center
1110
Technology Fee
1110
Parking Fees
1110
Basic Food Employment and Training
Total

$

28,665,821

$

7,600,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,758,919
786,538
271,480
500,000
3,000,000
718,378
335,527
127,185
7,498,027

Unplanned Capital Repair and Replacement
Real Estate Debt Fund
Planned Future Operations
Capital Facilities Projects

$
$
$
$

Values
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,336,000
4,470,000

Total

$

10,806,000

Emergency Reserves Policy ‐ (BOT Policies on Reserves

LIABILITIES
CURRENT
5111

Accts Payable

$

5124

Accrued Salaries Pay

$

5150
5154
5158
5199

Due to State Treasurer
Due other Agency
Sales/Use Tax
Accrued Liabilities

$
$
$
$

710,823
65,658
8,367
‐

Total

$

1,757,516

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$

1,757,516

‐

Operating Reserves Balance
Existing Reserve balance less Dedicated Reserves ,
Emergency Reserves and Op'l Float

1

$

2,761,794

10/29/2018
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This report presents and explores some
observations around student learning outcomes
(SLOs), and suggests further questions as
Program Review collects course and program
data.

STUDENT
LEARNING
OUTCOMES
2017-18
Report of Overall Student Learning Data and Focus
Area (SLO #4: Applying Information Tools and
Resources)

Additionally, some study and examination of SLO
#4 (Applying Information Tools and Resources)
has been ongoing in order to review our learning
outcomes over our accreditation cycle. Over the
last year, the work has considered several topics,
modifications, and has formed the basis for some
limited recommendations in this area,

CONTENTS
SUMMARY (2017-18) ................................................................................................................. 1
WHAT ARE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES?...................................................................... 2
OVERALL EXPOSURE TO MATERIAL / SLO ............................................................................. 4
OUTCOMES AND STUDENT COURSE MATERIAL ................................................................... 6
What kinds of SLOs are student exposed to over their college career? .................................... 6
How Successful are Students who Emphasize each SLO? ....................................................... 7
Do Students Feel They Are Learning These Outcomes?........................................................... 9
SLO #4: APPLYING INFORMATION TOOLS AND RESOURCES............................................. 10
Intellectual Roots and Possible Directions for Change ............................................................... 10
The Threshold Achievement Test for Information Literacy (TATIL) Project ............................. 11
What SLO #4 Looks Like at CBC ................................................................................................ 12
Faculty Survey on SLO #4 .......................................................................................................... 16
POTENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SLO #4.................................................................... 18

SUMMARY (2017-18)
This year’s Student Learning Outcome (SLO) report was first requested as a complement to quarterly metrics,
along with a summary of Program Surveys / Program Review. The summary of the Program Surveys / Program
Review was presented at the August 2018 Board of Trustees retreat, and the yearly mission Fulfillment metrics
were presented in October 2018.
Student Learning Outcomes represent the broad knowledge, skills, and abilities that are expected to be learned by
all Columbia Basin College graduates. They include – 1) Think Critically, 2) Reason Quantitatively and
Symbolically, 3) Communicate Effectively, 4) Apply Information Tools and Resources, 5) Develop Cultural
Awareness, and 6) Master Program Learning Outcomes. Our SLOs are a key foundation of Program Review,
faculty governance in curriculum standards (Curriculum Committee), and ultimately assessment of student
learning at CBC. As such, they will require regular review, and this report summarizes the progress and content
of that review.
We examine the SLO information collected in program surveys, and ask some initial questions about what kinds of
outcomes are stressed in coursework at CBC, what outcomes are associated with SLO emphasis, and student
opinions on how they are learning that material. It appears that students who select courses with emphasis in any
SLO are progressing at the same rates. Notably, in Quantitative Reasoning (SLO #2), students who succeed
appear to take SLO #2 courses at higher rates in their first year of study. In this analysis, Critical Thinking (SLO
#1) appears to be an overwhelming staple of virtually all coursework, with Effective Communication (SLO #3)
stressed very highly.
SLO #4: Applying Information Tools and Resources was highlighted for study this year. A main finding of this
work was that faculty are generally applying SLO #4 where applicable, but that interpretation of the standard (and
whether faculty view it as a quality standard), varies widely between disciplines. While the roots of this SLO is
derived from Information Literacy standards (emphasis on sourcing for academic writing/research), the written
standards can also be expanded into any use of information technology, and Tools and Resources may be
interpreted more broadly. Clarifying this language may help change some of the ways in which this SLO is
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interpreted, and that discussion will continue in the Teaching and Learning Committee for any potential formal
recommendations.

WHAT ARE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES?
Arguably one of the key components, THE key component, of a college career is the accumulation of knowledge
and skills that can be applied to the professional world, the academic world (future study), and in students’ own
lives. This is almost implicit in what post-secondary success means, that courses and programs of study add
value to students. That value is in enhanced ability – a store of things that students know and are able to do. A
credential, we often assume, is evidence of this added value. That assumption is often valid, but in order to
demonstrate this, being explicit about our expectations and providing some evidence helps to provide confidence
in the institution.
The primary way in which we demonstrate knowledge gain is by looking at expert assessment of student work
(faculty in courses; quizzes; tests; finals; coursework evaluation) and relying on expert judgment to ascertain the
quality of a student’s mastery of knowledge and skills (course grades). This has been the historical norm by which
higher education has operated. Historically speaking, from the 1990s onward, education has generally leaned to
more detailed assessment that goes beyond grades as a bellwether for student learning and institutional progress.
This trend has matured to a point where the stakeholders - accreditors, administrators, governing boards, and the
public - require institutions to demonstrate more concrete evidence, transparency, and value. Over decades, this
increased rigor of assessment coincides with an increasingly tight funding environment, and has become an
expectation as monitoring and technological capability has increased.
In a larger national context, the expectations of increased public accountability measures in the last 20-30 years
have not been as fruitful in the post-secondary environment as in the K-12 system. This is not due to lack of
effort, but due to the wide range of material that college work covers. The kinds of standardized assessments that
have been commonplace in the K-12 environment, and effective (largely in K-6), run into the more complex
college curriculum that cannot easily be measured with the kind of validity as we might expect in primary Math and
English/Reading. 1 This is compounded by the ambiguity of intent, whether primarily for diagnostic assessment of
student progress for the purpose of student/classroom intervention, or whether the information is targeted at public
transparency and evaluation.
Our own history of assessment was far more voluntary, collaborative, and faculty led than assessment efforts
elsewhere in education. CBC has had the following Student Learning Outcomes (#1-#6) in roughly the same form
for over a decade – likely from 2003-04 onward. The intellectual roots of these date back to roughly 1989-90,
when the NWCCU finally required all institutions to have learning outcomes as part of regular accreditation. The
requirement did come first, but in the ensuing decade, it appears the faculty-led committees were very active in
crafting the outcomes. Reporting as far back as 1997, there are references to a reconstituted Assessment
Committee which was faculty led, and is the antecedent to today’s Teaching and Learning Committee – an arm of
Faculty Senate. Assessment mini-grants have been through this faculty committee for several years to create a
compilation of research in various modes of teaching and learning.

1 This phenomenon is often referred to as “scale compression” in quantitative assessment. In elementary work,
foundational skills can be isolated and sampled faithfully (adding, subtracting, etc.), but build into bodies of work
that overlap or are contingent on one another by high school, requiring accuracy and proficiency in more skills
(geometry, trigonometry, etc.). The more complex and interdependent material becomes (and our required
outcomes: SLOs), the less quantitatively identifiable it becomes. Consequently, true assessment both requires
more expertise and precision. That expertise requires potential investment, and the results are still subject to
nuances in interpretation.
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In the last 10 years particularly, there has been a renewed desire from our main accrediting body, NWCCU, to try
to find a way for colleges to meaningfully demonstrate student learning at the institutional level. CBC itself was
part of a recent 7 year accreditation cycle “Demonstration Project” of 4 schools (2011-2017) that sought to look
more deeply at Student Learning Outcomes and research how to incorporate them into institutional evaluation.
The outcomes of that work is evolving as NWCCU leadership has recently changed hands. However, assessment
remains a key component of their requirements.
Politically speaking, the “assessment era”, remains a hot topic nationally and has become more and more
symbolically linked with public intrusion into the classroom, and has intermittently become associated, sometimes
erroneously, with erosion of academic freedom. It is important to remember that it was not always viewed this
way. The prospect of continuing and even increasing requirements for assessment appear high, and however
intractable and increasingly unpopular, demonstrating student learning in a post-secondary environment will likely
remain a priority in regional and national accountability efforts.
For brevity and for the sake of demonstrating effort, many post-secondary institutions have simplified their targets
to assess a narrower band of critical outcomes in detail. This report revisits that detail in our history and current
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) that make up common themes of scholarship at CBC. In order to make
sense of CBC’s instructional mission, these 5 outcomes were formulated and have remained largely unchanged in
their core meaning. An additional SLO #6 stands in for specific skills in particular areas of study.
Outcome 1: Think Critically
•
•

Understand, analyze, and evaluate the elements of one's environment and one's habits of thought.
Conceptualize alternatives to both.

Outcome 2: Reason Quantitatively & Symbolically
•
•

Develop a sense of number and pattern.
Analyze, evaluate, and synthesize symbolic statements and quantitative arguments.

Outcome 3: Communicate Effectively
•
•

Use spoken and written language to express opinions, discuss concepts, and persuade an audience.
Synthesize ideas and supporting information to create effective messages.

Outcome 4: Apply Information Tools and Resources
•
•
•

Accurately assess information needs.
Select appropriate information tools and resources and use them efficiently.
Evaluate, manage, and use information effectively and responsibly.

Outcome 5: Develop Cultural Awareness
•
•
•

Respect self and others.
Explore and appreciate different cultures in an increasingly diverse, global community.
Challenge culture-bound assumptions.

Outcome 6: Master Program Learning Outcomes
•
•

Become familiar with a body of knowledge.
Demonstrate ability to know or do the stated program learning outcomes, which are developed by each
department and program and assessed annually.
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At the outset, it is easy to get caught up in the detail of what these outcomes mean in practice. How does one
measure idea synthesis? Respect for self? What are the bodies of knowledge? It is exactly this difficulty in
putting SLOs into measurement that has been an impediment to using “learning” as a measurement device for
formal reporting. Devices with learning targets for secondary and post-secondary work lack both validity and
reliability for the purposes of institutional assessment. Additionally, there are no accepted nationwide or statewide
standards by which this learning progress can be benchmarked. Between coursework and programs of study,
there is very little practical ability (beyond grades) to serve as a surrogate measure of what is learned that could
be used as a yardstick for knowing student abilities. This is a significant barrier to practical use of assessment in
institutional policy and practice.
College work is vast enough, interconnected enough, and lacking enough common indicators that meaningful
sampling and reporting of these domains will always be incomplete. Experience in testing and measurement over
time tells us that assessment efforts will not consistently yield actionable information in the aggregate. However,
this does not mean that assessment work is not helpful. It still remains valuable for:
•
•
•
•

Diagnosis and intervention at the classroom (and program) level,
Periodic review of educational aims and outcomes,
Exploring underlying properties of student learning within their careers (our CLA+ demonstration), and
Reinforcing and clarifying the common educational mission of the institution

OVERALL EXPOSURE TO MATERIAL / SLO
Another way that SLO assessment is useful in the college is by revealing instructional emphasis and student
exposure to different types of material. While student results may be difficult to interpret, it is a less onerous task
to survey what kind of material courses teach and which kinds of subject matter students are exposed to. This is
an “input” based approach, that seeks to learn what skills students are being given, as opposed to whether they
are learned and students can show progress through an assessment.
When we define SLOs, there is often an implicit impression that every course speaks to all SLOs, or that there is a
general mandate for this material that should be followed, that all courses might contain all of these learning
outcomes in order to have the appearance of validity. This kind of impression, while not widespread, can
undermine hard discussions about our overall instructional values. Our questions, therefore, attempted to
separate themes in a way that is realistic for every course.
In the 2017-18 Program Survey, faculty leads were asked, for each course, to rate the content based on the 5
institution-wide SLOs using the following (Table 1):
Table 1. Ratings Used by Programs: The Degree to which Each SLO is Incorporated into the Classroom
Rating

Description

4

Most important SLO and student progress required for course success (>2.0 in course)

3

Not most important SLO, but student progress required for course success

2

SLO is in course assignments, but student progress is not necessary for course success

1

SLO is not a part of this course

The aim of this rating was to itemize what kinds of institutionally important skills are emphasized in a college
career and gain a small window into the college curriculum as taught. The overarching point is one of Opportunity
to Learn – that is, in any assessment effort, it is only meaningful to attempt to document progress where students
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have had exposure. This is a rough measure, therefore of Instructional Access. In other contexts, this kind of
effort is called a Survey of Enacted Curriculum.
If this survey is connected to student outcomes, we might have a larger window into student instructional access,
start to identify areas of focus, and learn more about our teaching areas. Table 2 was reported, in part, in the
Program Survey/Program Review report in August. The first two columns are 2017 provisional results and 201718 results based on the Program Survey: the percentage of courses at CBC that require student progress on each
SLO to succeed in the course.
The last, highlighted column are the student credit hour percentage of courses that require student progress on
each SLO. The takeaways are nuanced, but center around two themes:
•
•

Critical Thinking is everywhere, and Communication is also more ubiquitous than courses might suggest.
Quantitative Reasoning is emphasized even less as a proportion of student credits.

Table 2. Percent of Courses Surveyed that Require Progress in Each SLO (+ Course Enrollment)
SLO
Critical Thinking
Reason Quantitatively
Communicate Effectively
Apply Information Tools and Resources
Develop Cultural Awareness

Percent of
courses 2017
89%
57%
79%
58%
47%

Percent of
courses
2017-18
95%
66%
78%
77%
42%

Percent of
enrollment
2017-18
98% +
48% 86% +
62% 49% +

It is unclear from this what exactly needs to be, or should be, accomplished using this information. However, as a
way to focus discussion as an institution, a few ideas emerge:
Asking for a “most important SLO” in a course was not a comfortable choice, and it might be one that faculty are
not prepared to legitimately make. This was pointed out to us informally as well, that requiring a “top” choice was
perhaps too loaded, or would require leads to communicate a de-emphasis from content they considered
complementary and equivalent. Of the 715 courses, 482 of them had multiple “most important” values. A few
courses went even further, marking 4/5 or 5/5 SLOs as “most important” (149), and the point is well-taken. Some
SLOs overlap others in meaningful ways when applied in the classroom.
A key area that program leads felt this overlap was Critical Thinking, SLO #1. Seeing this, and given our
discussions over the last few years in critical thinking, highlighted by our demonstration project and review of the
literature: it is worth considering “Critical Thinking” as an elevated, universal value at our campus. At the very
least, it is not productive to ask whether critical thinking is important, because nearly every course requires it. Not
as a research effort, but as a requirement for which we document evidence that this emphasis exists. And, while
“Communicate Effectively” it not as widespread, there is enough here to be able to at least discuss the prospect
that communication be a required, non-negotiable part of standard coursework.
As for student SLO exposure that is not universal (#2, #4, and #5), it is less than clear what levels of exposure
students “should” have, and at what point in their career. We can only start a discussion here, but this area of
decision-making is less “settled science” than an institution by institution preference about which kinds of skills
matter and when.
From developmental point of view, there are a few lines of thought when making decisions about SLO and
curriculum. Competing ad hoc studies suggest what kinds of material students “should” take, particularly as they
enter post-secondary study their first year. One line of reasoning documents effectiveness for early Quantitative
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Reasoning work rooted in the observation that, developmentally, students who do not sustain effort in Math
sequences are less likely to succeed in later studies. Quantitative skills build sequentially, and gaps in knowledge
and memory present real barriers to later success. The same is reported for skills in writing. In both cases, there
is a stronger prima fascia argument that, “if you don’t use it, you lose it” and early work pays off. These studies
compete with other arguments that hooking students in to areas of interest are vital to sustaining student
motivation – e.g. Performing Arts, where students may be highly motivated in their own field and find their
“passion” is sustained through regular exposure. Finally, nationally, student success courses have shown very
good results, and our requirement at CBC has helped retention substantially.
However interesting the debate over emphasis in early study may be, it offers little clarity when considering
recommendations. Guided Pathways and meta-majors, as we work through curriculum maps, may provide more
clarity and start to increase debate around best practice. In a non-trivial way, Guided Pathways work that is
happening now is a practical dialogue about curriculum, content, and what constitutes success for CBC students.
The following items explore a little of what our course emphasis might be using course emphasis data provided by
leads of each program.

OUTCOMES AND STUDENT COURSE MATERIAL
What kinds of SLOs are student exposed to over their college career?
One way to view these categories of classes by instruction emphasis (by SLO) is to examine outcomes related to
a student’s exposure to key material by year and by outcome. Figure 1 looks at overall course-taking (percent of
courses that require each SLO) by year of study for traditional students (in line with End State monitoring cohorts).
“Traditional Cohort” students in their first year of study generally maintain a consistent pattern of course selection
as those in subsequent years. The notable exception is Quantitative Reasoning. Only 36.3% of students take a
Quantitative Reasoning course in their first year, as opposed to 57.1% in Year 3+.
This likely hits on a number of issues that these data would not be fully able to speak to, yet a few explanations
may exist:
•
•
•
•

Students avoid Math courses in their first year
Students avoid Math courses in their first year because their Math proficiency is low
Typical early coursework outside of Math does not include Quantitative Reasoning requirement
Explicit Quantitative Reasoning requirements for an AA are essentially one class
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Figure 1. What Proportion of Student Courses Stress Each SLO?
Importantly, this does not necessarily suggest that we intervene and load student coursework toward Quantitative
Reasoning with more specific investigation. At CBC, where we have had a value of being responsive to students,
this regularity may represent a need to be responsive to students who may come here with a skills deficit.
However, in a climate where Quantitative Reasoning might predict success (at CBC or post-CBC), this might
deserve more thought.
How Successful are Students who Emphasize each SLO?
Figure 2 speaks to this question by looking at students who have completed at least a two-year course of study
and comparing them to students who did not complete.

Figure 2. What Proportion of Student Courses Stress Each SLO for Graduates?
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Overall course-taking by year for SLO #4 (Applying Information Tools and Resources) and SLO #5 (Cultural
Awareness) is weighted less for degree completers, and weighted more toward SLO #2 (Quantitative Reasoning).
Again, this is not a causal claim, since students who select more Quantitative Reasoning coursework may not
exhibit risk factors that are evident in those who choose not to take SLO #2 courses (one risk factor is, of course,
having a deficit in skills like Quantitative Reasoning).

Figure 3. What Are Course Success Rates for Students Who Choose to Take a Course With Each SLO?
Are students inherently less successful in courses that contain certain SLOs and not others? Figure 3 indicates
an important non-finding here. Regardless of course emphasis, students succeed at roughly the same rates.
We do see, for example, that students who enter for the first time (Year 1) are less likely to succeed and may have
difficulty in college, however, this is less a reflection on course emphasis, and more a reflection of student success
patterns overall. Our other indicators in studies from the Fall Student Survey to the HDEV survey corroborate the
“First Year risk” properties, and that those who choose to stay at CBC tend to have adjusted to the college
classroom environment better – both due to “early success fosters later success” and those who struggled most do
not return for Years 2 and 3+. For CBC, in particular, this has potentially important implications at the General
Education level.
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Do Students Feel They Are Learning These Outcomes?

Figure 4. Student Perceptions of Learning (SLO)
The Fall Student Survey asks students about whether they
feel they have learned the SLOs that we emphasize at CBC. While the questions do not exactly match those
given in the outcome word for word 2, the six questions roughly map onto the five SLOs – with an additional
question that delineates “speaking and presenting abilities” and “writing”. Importantly, and indicative of the
misunderstanding around SLO #4, the extra emphasis on information technology substitutes the original intent
that was largely based in academic research resources.
Nonetheless, the results here provide some baseline for comparing whether students feel they have received
instruction in these areas such that they are improving in their skills. The sample provides a mix of students at
various stages of their college careers, but we could infer that their experience might map reasonably well onto
the kinds of tasks and student learning experiences
that were offered in Figure 2. And it does indeed map quite well, with lower agreement coinciding roughly in
proportion to the likelihood that they have received more course exposure.
Particularly, SLO #2, quantitative reasoning, is lower on self-reported learning agreement (~60%), while critical
thinking exceeds 80%. While interesting, we might conclude that students are generally self-aware of learning in
proportion to the kinds of material they are exposed to. While not “new evidence”, the SLOs appear to be true in a
general sense to what students are experiencing.
“I am learning to use computer resources”, in particular, maps poorly onto SLO #4 outside of technological
emphasis

2
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SLO #4: APPLYING INFORMATION TOOLS AND RESOURCES
Outcome 4: Apply Information Tools and Resources
•
Accurately assess information needs.
•
Select appropriate information tools and resources and use them efficiently.
•
Evaluate, manage, and use information effectively and responsibly.
For over a decade, Student Learning Outcomes have remained relatively unchanged at CBC. To examine
whether these might potentially need updating, and as part of routine assessment due diligence, CBC has
committed to examining one of the SLO areas each year.
For 2017-18, SLO #4 was selected as an area of closer study. To look at this outcome, Library Services has
invested in examining this SLO for revisions that may be appropriate today and gathering feedback and
resources. This section reviews that work toward making possible recommendations for review by the Teaching
and Learning committee.
•
•
•
•

Avenues for Change: More Recent Ideas
What Courses and Overall Exposure Looks Like at CBC
Current Evaluations of Standards by Faculty Survey
Discussion and Potential Recommendations

Intellectual Roots and Possible Directions for Change
The current standards for SLO #4 have their intellectual roots in the 2000 work on information literacy competency
standards conducted by the 1999 ACRL (Association of College and Research Libraries) Board Task Force. 3 At
the time, the ACRL was responding to “rapid technological change and proliferating information resources.” The
overall framework detailed in the 2000 work still applies many years later, which our SLO #4 succinctly
summarizes.
The new ACRL Framework for Information Literacy 4 had been under construction for several years, from 2012 to
2015 and have varied roots that grapple with the accelerating issues of a ballooning information environment. 5
These include the following statements as key pieces of that framework:

3

Iannuzzi, P. (2000). Information literacy competency standards for higher education. Community & Junior

College Libraries, 9(4), 63-67. Published Standards: http://hdl.handle.net/11213/7668

4 Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education", American Library Association, February 9, 2015.
(http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/issues/infolit/Framework_ILHE.pdf)
5 Boh Podgornik, B., Dolničar, D., Šorgo, A., & Bartol, T. (2016). Development, testing, and validation of an
information literacy test ( ILT) for higher education (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site..
Journal Of The Association For Information Science & Technology, 67(10), 2420-2436.
doi:10.1002/asi.23586
Gross, M., & Latham, D. (2012). What's skill got to do with it?: Information literacy skills and self-views of ability
among first-year college students (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site.. Journal Of The
American Society For Information Science & Technology, 63(3), 574-583. doi:10.1002/asi.21681
Lucassen, T., Muilwijk, R., Noordzij, M. L., & Schraagen, J. M. (2013). Topic familiarity and information skills in
online credibility evaluation (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site.. Journal Of The American
Society For Information Science & Technology, 64(2), 254-264. doi:10.1002/asi.22743
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Authority Is Constructed and Contextual
Information Creation as a Process
Information Has Value
Research as Inquiry
Scholarship as Conversation
Searching as Strategic Exploration

Stephen Badalamente, Senior Associate Professor in the Library, has compiled, and continues to update, a wide
array of resources on this topic (as well as other SLOs) in the faculty CANVAS page.
While an extensive review of the new, and emerging standards may not be appropriate here, the new standards
present a unique challenge. That challenge is summed up by noting that they require a depth of scholarship and
understanding in teaching and learning that is not widely possessed. Saying that, it does not impugn us or our
abilities as educators, but brings into focus the complex ideas that make up the new framework (threshold
concepts, metacognition, knowledge practices, and dispositions). These concepts are vital, but not completely
accessible to the practitioner, may be too vague to be widely applicable or useful in cross-disciplinary assessment
efforts. An example of the standard applications follow in the TATIL field test below.
As it stands, these ideas are interesting, but perhaps not fully applicable to our context. Indeed, the ACRL
Framework notes that “Neither the knowledge practices nor the dispositions that support each concept are
intended to prescribe what local institutions should do in using the Framework; each library and its partners on
campus will need to deploy these frames to best fit their own situation, including designing learning outcomes”
(Framework, p. 2). The problem of the changing landscape of information, the current dialogue around source
credibility (#fakenews), and synthesizing credible information is a real and continuing challenge. Teaching
students how to evaluate information is much more difficult.
The Threshold Achievement Test for Information Literacy (TATIL) Project
To look more closely at the development of ACRL standards, five (5) classes of English 102 (Composition II)
participated in the TATIL pilot test. TATIL is a product geared solely for the purposes of assessing information
literacy 6, and offered a field test trial (one module) to Community Colleges for review and norming purposes.
We participated in the Research and Scholarship (1 of 5) module with two outcomes and three dispositions and
inspected the results in roundtable discussion:
•
•
•
•
•

Outcome 3.1 Understand the processes of scholarly communication and knowledge building.
Outcome 3.2 Understand stages of the research process.
Disposition 3.1 Productive persistence
Disposition 3.2 Mindful self-reflection
Disposition 3.3 Responsibility to community

While the project was geared to sampling the kind of testing that could be done under the new ACRL standards,
the results were informative about some of the types of students who were (are) taking English 102.

Mason, L., Boldrin, A., & Ariasi, N. (2010). Searching the web to learn about a controversial topic: Are students
epistemically active (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site.? Instructional Science, 38(6), 607633. doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11251-008-9089-y
Saunders, L. (2012). Faculty perspectives on information literacy as a student learning outcome. The Journal of
Academic Librarianship, 38(4), 226-236.
Walsh, Andrew. "Information literacy assessment: where do we start? (Links to an external site.)Links to an
external site." Journal of Librarianship and Information Science 41.1 (2009): 19-28.
6 Carrick Associates (2012)
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What SLO #4 Looks Like at CBC
Informing this work is a look at coursework that uses this SLO and track its interpretation. The traditional role of
applying information resources in an academic environment has been that of information access that has been,
and continues to be, a core library function. Academic research and writing that requires a knowledge base
depends greatly on access and data resources that direct students to relevant knowledge.
Table 3. Top Courses That Require SLO #4: Apply Information Tools and Resources

The Top 2 courses in Table 3 are indicative of the heritage of SLO #4 in terms of academic research. This has
been augmented, however, with other courses and fields that use large amounts of information, but are not
necessarily concerned with research, but using information (data) itself as a practical part of its coursework.
By CBC “division”, we can also see the differences graphically in which areas of study use SLO #4 and stress
information literacy the most (Figure 5). The bubbles on the left represent ALL courses at CBC weighted by their
credit totals. On the right, you can see only areas of study whose courses are a “4” on Applying Information Tools
and Resources – that is, the SLO #4 is the most important learning target of the 5 SLOs.
Immediately, we can see that “Arts and Humanities” and “Business and Computer Science” are the main
lynchpins of SLO #4.
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All Courses by Division

All Courses by Division Where SLO #4 is “Most Important” SLO

Figure 5. Which Divisions Emphasize Information Literacy Most? Representation of SLO #4 Across Division
Coursework by Credits Taken
From the survey on SLO #4, one respondent summed up the difficulty that faculty might encounter when looking
at this learning outcome and trying to apply it to their area:

“It seems that many interpret SLO 4 to specifically mean that students are applying information, tools, and
resources from the library; however, the SLO is quite vague in that regard. There are many other instances of
applying information, tools, and resources that are not covered or clarified in the SLO. This is especially true with
regard to technical and applied fields, such as surgical technology and other allied health professions.”
In Professional/Technical work, as the respondent notes, using information tools and resources is no less vital, but
is conducted in a very different context. Computer Science (and Business) are another example of how
“information tools” can be expanded into the realm of working with information: programming, developing media,
self-assessment (original data collection), organizing information, and, indeed, using and working with large-scale
data sets as “information”.
The 2000 Definition (p. 2) concurs: “Information literacy also is increasingly important in the contemporary
environment of rapid technological change and proliferating information resources. Because of the escalating
complexity of this environment, individuals are faced with diverse, abundant information choices—in their academic
studies, in the workplace, and in their personal lives” Additionally: “Information literacy forms the basis for lifelong
learning. It is common to all disciplines, to all learning environments, and to all levels of education.”
The Framework emphasizes the contextual nature of the authority and value of information, the impact of context
on the way information is produced and presented. Researchers know that “This process of inquiry extends
beyond the academic world to the community at large, and the process of inquiry may focus upon personal,
professional, or societal needs.” Despite the titular emphasis on higher education, ALA/ACRL information literacy
recommendations recognize that there is a value to information literacy beyond the practice of scholarly research.
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Our challenge is to articulate these. Outside of English, many faculty may not relate SLO4 to library use, research
or even information seeking/use. Frequently the activities described by practitioners rely nearly exclusively on use
of the textbook and other information provided by the instructor. This may illustrate a lack of clarity around the
distinction between student learning outcomes, where (for instance) ‘mastery of program learning outcomes’
requires a particular set of information skills that do not necessarily develop the information practices and
dispositions that support students’ lifelong learning (textbooks).
Figure 6 looks at more popular individual CBC courses by all credits (left), those courses that require progress on
SLO #4 (right), and those for which SLO #4 is the most important course. The bubble diagram, again, conveys
size and representation at CBC of these courses. Again, we see the traditional academic research courses of
English 101 and English 102 of composition are a key component (also required General Education credits for AA
and many AAS/Certifications). These bubble diagrams are not complex in their underlying information, but do
communicate the SLO #4 landscape more clearly - the difficulty of balancing information use for multiple purposes
when “data” and “information” and the tools vary widely.
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All Highly Enrolled Courses

Highly Enrolled Courses Requiring SLO #4
ENGLISH 101
ENGLISH 102
ENGLISH 101

Highly Enrolled Courses with SLO #4
as the “Most Important” SLO

Figure 6. Which Courses Emphasize Information Literacy Most? Representation of SLO #4 Across Coursework
by Credits Taken
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Figure 7. Credit Accumulation for 2016-17 Students
Figure 7, finally, is another look at SLO #4 credit accumulation in the 2016-17 academic year. It looks at a
cumulative rate of accumulation for all students, where “5” represents the percentage of students who earned 5
credits or fewer overall (bottom: 21.8%) or in an SLO #4 required course (top: 34.2%). Closely mirroring the
percentages in Table 1, the data shows what a typical credit load of SLO #4 courses might be for each level of
total credit accumulation. For example, about 75% of students enrolled and passed 30 credits or fewer overall,
which roughly corresponds to 20 credits or fewer in SLO #4.

Faculty Survey on SLO #4
Through the end of Spring 2018 and into Fall 2018, Stephen Badalamente, with guidance from a special
committee 7 administered a survey including SLO #4 and its applications faculty-wide. While a smaller sample, the
representation of 31 faculty members was largely reflective of courses, like Composition, who employ SLO #4
most often in the academic context, but some other disciplines and professional/technical faculty did weigh in.

The Taskforce helped with development of the survey Hansen, Monica; Wutzke, James; Bee, Josh; Engle,
Jason; Pedersen, Bob; Lewis, Jerry; Montgomery, Joe; Ellis, Joshua.

7
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The first three questions focused primarily on the current SLO text and whether these descriptive elements as
published were taught and assessed in their coursework. We report the frequencies for teaching of each SLO #4
elements. Originally, a suggestion was made to ask whether teaching of content and assessment aligned, and
they coincided very well. Assessment work very closely resembled the teaching content. Additionally, where
minimal or no content was taught, addressing the elements below, SLO #4 was not a primary focus of the course.

1 - Accurately assess information needs (Examples: selecting a viable research topic, or determining when
original research is necessary to answer a particular question.)
Extensive (1)
Significant (2)
Moderate (3)
Minimal (4)
Not Included (5)

9
9
7
5
1

29.03%
29.03%
22.58%
16.13%
3.23%

2 - Select appropriate information tools and resources and use them efficiently. (Examples: Demonstrating
a library database, or using Excel to create a visual representation of research data.)
Extensive (1)
Significant (2)
Moderate (3)
Minimal (4)
Not Included (5)

10
11
8
1
1

32.26%
35.48%
25.81%
3.23%
3.23%

3 - Evaluate, manage, and use information effectively and responsibly (Examples: exploring what
constitutes evidence within a discipline, or how and when to cite sources.)
Extensive (1)
Significant (2)
Moderate (3)
Minimal (4)
Not Included (5)

12
10
4
4
1

38.71%
32.26%
12.90%
12.90%
3.23%

10 - To what extent does the current CBC definition of SLO 4 reflect the information literacy abilities you
consider important for student success in this course?
Not at all (1)
*Reflects poorly (2)
*Somewhat but elements missing (3)
Reasonably well (4)
Reflects very well (5)

0
1
5
21
4

0.00%
3.23%
16.13%
67.74%
12.90%

*All, but one in Math/Science, CTE

Finally, the extent to which faculty felt the SLO meshed with the abilities the respondent considered important in
the class did initially indicate a consensus of “Reasonably Well”. Delving into the results a bit more reveals that
the bulk of those who felt the SLO reflected poorly, were also in Math/Science and the CTE courses.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SLO #4
Inspecting the survey results, there does not appear to be an appetite among respondents for wholesale revision
of SLO #4, and, as currently written, the SLO performs adequately and largely applies to the respondents’
coursework and assessment practices. While comforting in one respect, it may not reflect the original intent
accurately (Information Literacy of ACRL 2000), and might be sufficiently vague as to apply to areas where it
might not have been intended, or have a heavy technological emphasis. The roots of “using information tools and
resources” was not originally a technological competency.
A Key Theme: Divide Between Library (Academic) Research and Practical Application. Looking deeper into the
comments of the survey, however, reveals that the understanding of the SLO diverges greatly from respondent to
respondent. Because information tools and resources can mean most anything, including textbooks and other
course materials, the definition appears to be too broad. While that might be intentional, those outside of the
library and research world are at liberty to define Information Tools in the way the discipline is accustomed to
viewing them. This creates a divide between the classic practical information (technology) needs, and those of
academic writing (research papers) and transfer students.
It is yet unclear how this divide is breached where “understanding scholarly communication” and “stages of
research” mesh with projects in – for example - marketing research at a community college level or of computer
applications. The natural follow-up is: How do scholars in your discipline work with information? And having
defined these differently, does academic research necessarily exclude Professional/Technical work?
A 2015 review conducted by Robin Kay and Kamran Ahmadpour of the University of Ontario Institute of
Technology 8 illustrates the wide range of terms in use, not just ‘information literacy’ but also: “’information skills’,
‘digital literacy’, ‘new literacies’, ‘information and technology literacy’, ‘21st century skills and information literacy
or skills’, ‘information literacy and emotions’, ‘information literacy and cognitive or metacognitive skills’, and
‘information literacy and social skills’”. [1079]
New Concepts: Metaliteracy. While ultimately left out of the Framework, it has been suggested the ACRL revisit
the concept of metaliteracy, which “recognizes the expanded abilities needed by an information literate person,
and proposes a solution to the ever-expanding list of literacies, seeking to find common ground for those striving
to be fully literate regardless of medium.” As described, this seems exactly what we would hope for a CBC
student: “Metaliterate individuals function successfully in an uncertain and highly variable information
environment. It is an environment in which many information resources do not undergo a traditional publication
process and are subject to emendations and comments bearing a range of responses by unknown individuals.
Additionally, learners frequently take on the role of information producer, where publication and sharing are easy.
In order to work adroitly in such an environment, learners' abilities need to be wide-ranging and their habits of
mind must be flexible and conscientious.” 9
This might be worthy of consideration by CBC faculty in any reexamination of our institutional values related to
information literacy.

Kay, R. and Ahmadpour, K., 2015, June. Information literacy-Developing a framework for educators: A review of
literature. In EdMedia: World Conference on Educational Media and Technology (pp. 1079-1084). Association for
the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE).
9 Fulkerson, Diane M., Susan Andriette Ariew, and Trudi E. Jacobson. "Revisiting Metacognition and Metaliteracy
in the ACRL Framework." Communications in Information Literacy 11.1 (2017): 21-41. ProQuest.
8
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